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Abstract 
This paper has a conceptual character and explores an approach between transaction cost analy-
sis theory and network theory when applied to supply chains in a broader context: industrial 
management research. This approach raises the assumptions that fast supply chains, i.e., supply 
chains made of short time relationships and multiple partners can contribute to destroying trust 
and collaboration between companies, ending up by stressing actual systems’ arrangements in 
somehow stable supply chains/network chains. As a consequence, transforming them in distrust 
arrangements and thus giving birth to new (old) approaches based only on transaction cost analy-
sis theory: opportunism and limited rationality as the continuum for relationships between com-
panies in a globalized world with numerous potential agents/companies that can play several 
roles. Too high levels of entropy can show this reality: the number of potential players (suppliers, 
customers or complementors) with theoretically equal probability of establishing partnerships 
with one focal company in a supply chain or network arrangement is excessive in relation to the 
number of current suppliers, customers and complementors, and for that reason, the focal com-
pany is somehow dissipating energy in identifying several potential players and in a state of giving 
one way or another equal importance to them all, situation that can affect stable relations with 
current partners. Theoretically, this will create what looks like strategic fast supply—demand 
chains or network chains: fast because they are rapidly settle down and fast as they are also rap-
idly dismantled. Those arrangements are the ones responsible for several possible and fast rela-
tions (internalizing resources from the environment and/or externalizing resources to the envi-
ronment) but, anyway, contributing to loose trust, credibility and running against profitable 
games with partners already involved with focal companies in stable supply chains. 
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1. Methodology 
The exercise developed throughout this paper is to briefly review systems theory, applications and implications 
to industrial management and, once having a general frame that serves as a basis for thinking and conceptually 
concluding, explaining the consequences of strategic fast supply-demand chains as possible destructive ar-
rangements for stable relationships, collaborative planning and profitable games for all the participants in a sup-
ply or network chain configuration. Within this frame (system theory, largely disseminated in the industrial 
management community) one may emphasize the importance of a certain degree of stability and trust and ana-
lyse the consequences of having a value of entropy (high value of entropy) that exposes an high and equal prob-
ability of having several potential relationships between a focal company and other latent participants (being 
suppliers, clients—remembering that good clients are not all the possible clients—or complementors) in a sup-
ply chain. 

The point of this paper is thus the preoccupation that focal companies overly focused in enlarging relation-
ships and arranging possible suppliers, clients and complementors may give birth to an excessive interactive ba-
sis, becoming vulnerable, in consequence, to opportunistic games and, thus, forgetting the importance of rela-
tionship stability. 

The methodology approach is totally conceptual and interpretative/qualitative. The authors reviewed some 
literature that came from system theory and interpreted the degree of entropy related with a system of companies 
and its focal company, or the company one intends to study, and understand, when inserted in a supply 
chain/network of companies, namely when the entropy tends to be high. High entropy values may show ar-
rangements composed by a large number of potential companies, as partners, and eventually signalling the trend 
to a focal company to participate in strategic fast supply-demand chains and, in consequence, to lose the ability 
to stabilize partnerships and to profit from deep relations, trust and joint work.  

2. Introduction 
Jay W. Forrester made the first approach to a management problem that explicitly claimed to rely upon system’s 
theory in the late fifties [1]. The inventory “ups and downs” suffered by the General Electric household appli-
ances plants in Kentucky were then explained using a computer model developed in accordance with the princi-
ples of systems control theory [2]. The methodology was initially called industrial dynamics, before its general 
character made it known as system dynamics. 

One of the major impacts of Forrester’s work was the recognition that only system approaches could provide 
a deep insight on complex dynamic behaviours such as the bullwhip effect [3] [4]. The network configuration of 
today’s supply chains in the context of industrial management with an ever-increasing number of partners, each 
one following its own strategy and taking actions that do not always fit with the common objectives, the fuzzy 
nature of many of their inter-relationships, and the dynamic character of all the variables impose a system ap-
proach if one looks for an effective network management (SCM) or the activation and management of beneficial 
relationships (at least) with suppliers [5]-[7] but, also, with clients and complementors, if not with competitors 
[8] [9]. 

Thus, if network constraints and potentials may open enormous opportunities to explore some type of supply- 
demand organizations and its arrangements and, also, to discover new flexible and adaptable businesses in order 
to survive, systems theory may be very helpful in structuring the theoretical background for networks and in 
conducting the whole approach. In fact, one should structure the network approach having in mind the contribu-
tions of Doz and Hamel [10], Gadde and Håkanssson [11] and Gadde, Håkanssson and Pearson [7], and the 
enormous contributions of the IMP group (Industrial Marketing and Purchasing Group—Network Theory) [12], 
among others, or one should follow systems theory when considering the dynamic character of all variables in a 
supply-demand chain or even in a network of supply-demand chains.  

If no single company can succeed by itself, thus being required to work in partnership, one may argue that 
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stable alliances are not unique answers to this modern wave of win-win collaboration, meaning positive shared 
achievements. As a result, if networks are becoming the rule, a way to govern complexity and to organise com-
panies, then some conceptual development has to be done over them in order to explain fast engagements and 
rapid dissociations or the occurrence of more and more quick collaborations. 

Systems theory can additionally explain this trend to multiple liaisons and complex arrangements that charac-
terize certain focal companies that, being rapid in engagements and dissociations are, also, and that is the other 
face of the this coin, contributing to non-stable collaborations and systems’ disruption. The disruption of such 
systems—supply chains or network chains—are, thus, motivated by this quiver of multiplying contacts that, 
hypothetically, allow focal companies to enlarge knowledge and, indirectly, profits. At the very end, it will be 
resumed as, somehow, a back to basics: these focal companies are being a prey of opportunism and short term 
profit willingness.  

The purpose is, then, to develop and present a strategic fast supply-demand chain configuration having in 
mind systems theory and logistics and supply chain management (SCM) principles. Thus, the paper will focus 
on five main issues in order to explore strategic fast supply-demand chain arrangements (sometimes authors are 
using flexibility as the argument for supply chains and not recognising that flexibility leads to fast access and 
fast disintegration of supply chains [13]: 1) main aspects of systems theory and relations with SCM; 2) strategic 
fast supply-demand chains created over broad network contexts; 3) types of companies interested in strategic 
fast supply-demand chains or fast network chains, with short times for creation and also for destruction of such 
chains/networks; 4) finally, some conclusions. 

3. Systems Theory and Supply Chain Management  
Scientific methods based on cartesianism and reductionism, so successful in the physical sciences, first came 
across its limitations and drawbacks in biology. The modern concept of system, formulated around 1930 by von 
Bertalanffy—following previous works by Leduc and Bogdanov [14]—spread out to all fields of knowledge and 
became the current scientific paradigm. 

Systems’ theory focus the problems raised by complex entities that are perceived as a whole—i.e., that are 
more than just the sum of its components—and exhibit properties that cannot be derived from its parts. Among 
the main features that most systems share is important to emphasise [15] [16]: 1) every system has a structure, 
which is the set of its components plus the set of rules defining their interrelationships; 2) every system has a 
teleological character, i.e., is driven towards a set of goals, which is equivalent to say that every system has a 
purpose; 3) every system interacts with its environment, performing activities that change the system’s state in 
order to approach the established goals. In the course of this evolution and due to the presence of feedback loops, 
the system’s structure, the set of goals and the environment change continuously. A system that interacts with its 
environment, influencing it, is said to be an open system. And yes, a system can be defined also by a boundary 
between itself and its environment which can be seen as a complex concept of a system [17]. Complexity, how-
ever, is perhaps the most common characteristic of a particular system, namely when referring to social and or-
ganizational open systems. 

Two types of complexity are usually present in a system: 1) detail complexity and 2) dynamic complexity. 
Detail complexity occurs when the system has a large number of components and is related to the difficulty the 
human brain has in dealing with many variables at the same time. Dynamic complexity has a different character 
and is a consequence of the system’s structure. It is related to the ability that systems have to exhibit emergent 
behaviours, i.e., dynamic changes in their states that cannot be derived from the parts, but are a property of the 
whole. They can only be understood if one looks at the system’s structure, namely at 1) the causal loops origi-
nated by feedback, 2) the time delays that occur between an action and its effect, and 3) the non-linear character 
of most relationships.  

These properties are the main causes for dynamic complexity: in a linear process, inputs are transformed in 
outputs and, whenever time effects are present, outputs are separated from inputs by a time interval; past influ-
ences the present [18]. In more complex processes, however, the result of an action causes, usually after a time 
delay, modifications of the pre-existing conditions that determined that action. Information about the output is 
fed back to the system as a new input, leading to a corrective action that changes the output (once again after 
some delay). A simple cause-effect relationship is then replaced by a causal feedback loop—which introduces a 
non-linearity. 
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Time delays, feedback loops, fuzzy variables and dynamic environments are features easily recognised by 
everyone in today’s businesses and in industrial management. They are the root causes for the bullwhip effect 
and plenty of other counterintuitive behaviours presented by social systems [19] [20]. It is thus not surprising 
that system approaches are now commonly recommended and used in many situations and, particularly, in in-
dustrial management [6] [21]-[23]. 

The model is another concept that is important to highlight, when one starts to look for ways of developing a 
system approach. The concept of model is so strongly linked to the concept of system that Le Moigne considers 
the theory of the general system as the theory of modelling [16].  

A model is a simplified representation of a system that is useful for solving a problem. Or “the purpose of a 
simulation model is to mimic the real system so that its behavior can be studied” [24]. And, as many authors re-
fer, the model’s development is driven by the search of a solution to the problem to be solved [6] [25].  

The general availability of computers and their ability to easily store and process large amounts of informa-
tion, and solve thousands of interrelated equations—particularly relevant when someone is dealing with social 
systems—offer a cheap and powerful way to develop system models and simulate the system’s behaviour in a 
wide range of different scenarios. 

The outcome of a consistent set of simulations can be a forecast, as in the case of econometric models, the 
evaluation of the impact on the system of different environment conditions or internal decision policies, or the 
outcome of different strategies. Furthermore, through simulation, some unexpected behaviour can be identified 
and understood, and new policies can be designed to prevent them [19] [26]. 

This background provides the reasons why systems thinking, computer models and simulation are increas-
ingly used as an aid to solve industrial management problems. 

It was in the management of large modern engineering projects—starting with the military projects launched 
in the first years of the cold war, that the high levels of complexity first made unavoidable a system approach. 
The trend widened soon to other fields, following the systems thinking movement launched by Ackoff and pur-
sued by many others like Jackson [27] until more recent attempts to “manage at the edge of chaos” with Stacey 
[28]. Important contributions came also from Beinhocker [29], Brown et al. [30] and Khun [31], among many 
others.  

Genetic algorithms, cellular automata, evolutionary game theory, fuzzy-logic, agent-based models, real op-
tions, soft systems methodologies and system dynamics are some of the methodologies and tools developed in 
the last years to deal with complexity and that have application in economics and industrial management. 

Applications range from executive training, design of robust decision policies, evaluation of strategic options, 
support to change management processes, and the development of the “learning organisation” [32] [33].  

The acceleration suffered by the economy and the business activity during the last years only reinforced the 
need for system thinking and for system approaches to many of the industrial managers’ problems. 

Today, using different technologies anyone can communicate directly to anyone, anywhere, and people and 
goods can move from a continent to another in a matter of a few hours. Every branch of specialised knowledge 
is freely available to anyone who has access to the Internet. 

All this evolution took place at an increasingly quick pace. A century ago, sailing ships made most of the sea 
trade; forty years ago propeller airplanes offered travel possibilities at an almost unbearable price; twenty years 
ago the telex was the standard technology available for rapid transfer of information between two companies.  

Any industrial manager who envisages staying in business has to be flexible and adapt his company to all 
these changes, and has to do it very fast, in spite of the volatility of exchange rates and oil prices, and the crush-
ing pressure of the financial markets.  

The days when a company like Ford could transform, in a single plant, coal and iron into cars are over, as The 
Economist [34] remarked. Focus on the core business and outsource everything that someone else can do better 
and cheaper became the dominant trend and a rule of the game. 

Opponents to this trend, especially when outsourcing involves the participation of external countries that 
welcome externalized operations, paved also their way and thoughts. With extreme degrees of externalization, 
unemployment levels will rise just because companies are trying to find locations with low cost factors, losing 
nationality pride and exhibiting, also, high opportunism levels [35]. 

However, in our times of globalisation of economies, markets and knowledge, it seems that the boundaries of 
the firm are fuzzy, the extended enterprise appears as the new industrial paradigm, and supply chain manage-
ment is recognised, if not yet logistics network management [36], as an important piece of corporate strategy 
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[37]-[39]. 
Making the fundamental strategic “make-or-buy” decision is increasingly tough, when economies and busi-

nesses compete in a global economy, with competition going in parallel with cooperation: two fierce competi-
tors in one market must cooperate in another one, if they want to succeed. Buyers and sellers look for alliances 
and become business partners. Sell and buy on a point basis is replaced by outsourcing, and the management of 
the value system replaces the management of the value chain (beginning, somehow, with Hines [40]). As stated 
by Fine [41], “the ultimate core competency of an organization is ‘supply chain design’, which I define as 
choosing what capabilities along the value chain to invest in and develop internally and which to allocate for 
development by suppliers”. Thus, managing a business becomes indissociable of the management of the partners’ 
network and managing a supply chain indissociable of people and their capabilities [42]. 

A network is a complex system of entities and relationships, processes and flows, and therefore cannot be 
managed, or at least it is difficult, without relying upon a system approach, either at a strategic or at an opera-
tional level. 

The reason for this arises, in part, from the large number of partners and other stakeholders, each one with its 
own set of objectives, the huge amounts of data, the multidisciplinary expert knowledge needed, and the fre-
quent novelty of the situations that are present in SCM. 

However, internal dynamic complexity is usually more relevant: linear processes and simple one-to-one rela-
tionships are not the rule anymore. Multiple choices, bifurcating paths, conflicting goals, information feedback, 
variable time delays, and other elements that originate non-linearities are part of the daily life of today’s indus-
trial manager. And, since the effects of all these are amplified by the dynamics of the external environment, the 
complexity of each problem in SCM tends always to rise. In such a situation only a consistent model and simu-
lation can efficiently help to find a solution. 

Additionally, one can use systems theory and, particularly, the concept of entropy to foresee the state of the 
system and the respective focal company object of analysis. High levels of entropy usually mean high complex-
ity and propensity to unstable relations and multiple potential partners: strategic fast supply-demand chains, fast 
relations accompanied by rapid creation and disaggregation arrangements. These can give origin to supply chain 
systems disruption and multiple unstable interactions. Complexity will be, however, the rule of the game. 

In these circumstances, the portfolio of problems that can be solved with simulation is almost unlimited and 
only a very brief outline can be presented here. 

At an operational level, resource allocation, co-ordination of inventory decisions and transportation decisions, 
and matching supply and demand are some of the problems in SCM usually covered by textbooks [5] [37] [43] 
[44] that are easily perceived as requiring a system approach. Models can provide the basis for answering 
“what-if” questions through simulation, and for finding robust theories and decision policies [45].  

Distribution strategies, network configuration, organisation design, supply chain integration, strategic alli-
ances and information systems design are some of the strategic decision making processes where a powerful set 
of methodologies and techniques using scenario planning and simulation can offer a valuable contribution. 

Many other approaches are reported in the literature, covering matters like the supply chain dynamics 
[46]-[49], partners’ management [50], performance analysis [51], decision policies [52], and integration of 
product management with order strategies [53] and with several intersections with industrial management. 

With so many directions and installed capacity one should try to frame, at the conceptual level, this strategic 
fast supply-demand chains movement, created over broad network contexts. Systems theory may help in the 
reasoning because the focus is concentrated upon systems dynamics instead of being in systems stability or long 
term collaboration, ideal conditions to compel directional and somehow crystallized (and somehow undesired) 
supply chains (the ones that present an entropy tending to zero and originated by an excess of stability and a 
number of potential partners practically equal to the current ones, being companies too static for the right level 
of market dynamics needed).  

4. Strategic Fast Supply-Demand Chains  
One can find, at a large scale, several companies developing multiple actions in various activity sectors and, also, 
with diverse business typologies. Therefore, there is a company universe that can be considered statistically 
endless. If each one of the companies of the entire universe decides to collaborate with the others the potential 
number of relations could tend also to be endless. Thus, it is better—and more realistic—to consider the exis-
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tence of a global business system including the companies’ universe and multiple business sub-systems whose 
companies may establish more or less stable relationships between themselves. 

It is known that companies collaborate to reach alternative markets, to complete product lines or services, to 
achieve synergetic effects in operations and marketing, to win critical mass in purchasing, to centre themselves 
in the core business or to transform fixed costs into variable costs, among others. 

Arrangements that emerge from simple partnerships have become, for the same markets and for various 
products/services typologies’, more like networks of opportunities but also of threats, in a global world, and 
considered, somehow, an asset or a barrier to work with trust, collaboration and joint planning. The level of op-
portunities is as big as the number of potential partners. However, there is always a reverse side in all these op-
portunities. If a focal company wants to profit from all the opportunities it will certainly become blind in terms 
of the current partnerships. The need to go deeper in actual opportunities is, however, probably more important 
than to explore the all set of possible partners and relations. This blindness corresponds to an increasing degree 
of opportunism, being the result the lack of trust and stability needed to accompany profitable partnerships and 
supply/network chains. 

The truth is that instruments and contact tools and possibilities between companies and suppliers, for instance, 
only came to “aggravate” that tendency. e-Procurement tools and all the automation of the suppliers’ qualifica-
tion processes are an example of that. The easiness one can do procurement is, nowadays, greatly amplified; 
hence, a stable relation upstream can easily be questioned by a straightforward discovery of more interesting al-
ternative suppliers (substitutes), being geographically distant but very close in informational terms. Attractive, 
from one perspective, but delicate from another perspective. Just because they install the tremor of having more 
and more partners as if more means more profit, more stability and more accurate supply chains. More can mean, 
in this case, less stable relations, mistrust and the collapse of a collaborative spirit.  

The downstream CRM practices should eventually lead to bigger customer loyalty. Although, nowadays it is 
known that market share can come precisely through the share of wallet—or client share accumulation. Even so, 
the client has become less oriented to loyalty, in a global world, because experiences, hypothetically, add more 
value—both personal and professional—than products or services or even transactions. Experiences are, then, 
obtained through several products, services and events combinations’ (Service Dominant Logic, S-D Logic, in-
stead of a Goods Dominant Logic—G-D Logic) [54]-[59].  

These facts arise serious problems to supply chains that, when not being configured with a certain degree of 
stability, for determined market demands, may become more and more dynamic and close to a rapid end. These 
situations occur when trying to offer a new experience facing the perception of a new or differentiated client 
exigency/requirement/need. 

In these circumstances, both upstream and downstream, it can be verified bigger relational volatility than the 
one presented and defended by network theory. This can lead to increase the degree of opportunism, one of the 
main characteristics of transaction cost analysis theory. Transaction cost analysis (TCA) assumes that economic 
relations between two parties follow predictable patterns, resulting in attempts to optimise the economic benefits 
for each party in the relationship, i.e., each party involved in a relation seek to optimise their own benefit from 
the relationship because the costs of building deep relationships are usually higher than a win-loose (ad-hoc) li-
aison.  

One cannot say, peremptorily, that network’s principles are, nowadays, driving completely business models 
and rising collaboration as an organization principle. The fact is that time and resource scarcity (crisis periods 
like the one the all world is living now, with financial and economic turmoil’s) can lead to more core business 
approaches/developments, among others, and deep partnership progresses and, also, protection. Albeit, there is 
an increase in empirical aspects that show hybrid, if not totally individual behaviours and opportunistic ap-
proaches, that came also with the crisis and that cannot be excluded: 1) agent’s limited rationality; 2) agents’ 
opportunistic actions (TCA); 3) necessity of risk neutralization (TCA); 4) tendency to opportunistic collabora-
tion and strategic fast supply-demand chains/networks creation (new disruptive paradigm?). 

The coexistence of the network theory, as a business paradigm, along with the transaction cost analysis theory, 
authors believe, and in a context of worldwide crisis, allowed the evolution of this reasoning in the industrial 
engineering area, i.e., focused on strategic fast supply-demand chains: 1) collaboration is opportunistic itself; 2) 
agents are always keen to earn from several different experiences, usually possible due to the partnership accu-
mulated knowledge, namely when a new/diverse market demand happens; 3) the hierarchical control (vertical 
integration) used in the transaction cost analysis theory, in order to minimize risk of opportunistic behaviour, 
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was transformed in the network information control (rapid informational integration capacity), that should allow 
the accumulation of a set of experiences and to normally accept the change as a management component; 4) 
systems theory is, after all, the theory that better explains—in practice—when a company is close of integrating 
a strategic fast supply-demand chain because of the entropy degree it develops as a focal company. 

Within this scenario one can easily understand why companies are asking to participate in supply chains that 
will provide them, theoretically, knowledge and various experiences: 1) visibility in the sense of awareness; 2) 
multiple contacts with diverse suppliers, clients and complementors, eventually developing knowledge; 3) entry 
in new geographic disperse markets; 4) informational interface standardization and information homogeneity; 5) 
new (theoretically) capabilities creation; 6) cost (wishful thinking) rationalization; 7) business virtualisation and 
fixed cost reduction; and 8) accumulated relational capacity and experience; among others. 

In this sense some companies will have to be familiar with, and looking for, the integration in strategic fast 
supply-demand chains. Is this movement wise? Companies can face eventually huge benefits, like the ones pre-
viously (and controversially) described. In fact, fast supply-demand chains may rise the worst in industrial 
management environments: opportunism, limited rationality, isolationism, the sense of controlling everything 
and every player and that the large spectrum of potential relations are creating knowledge and profitable ways to 
approach business models. In a word, fast supply demand chains can isolate companies again and reintroduce 
price based discussions, adversarial relationships and several potential suppliers in an open market negotiation, 
characteristics of the old days of industrial engineering environments.  

5. Types of Companies Interested in Strategic Fast Supply-Demand Chains 
Central companies to strategic fast supply-demand chains are those fighting to accumulate hypothetical knowl-
edge and collect relational capabilities. Relational capability is achieved through contact increasing and, also, 
through experience development. For this reason companies may be classified as being central or peripheral, 
when analysed, according to the level of accumulated knowledge (meaning the number of contacts and associ-
ated knowledge). Conceptually, they will be more central when more experiences and knowledge accumulation 
can be demonstrated and more peripheral when the opposite happens. Therefore, the centre or the peripheral 
character of a company cannot be measured, today, only through the origin or location in terms of geographic 
area but, also, through the bridges they are or are not able to build with other companies and agents throughout 
the world, namely benefiting from information and communication systems and technologies.  

Nonetheless, this centrality can be artificial, as the peripheral character is. Is knowledge derived from several 
relations or from going down, deeper and deeper, in a relation? And, of course, being prepared to change if nec-
essary? The knowledge suffers, somehow, from different perspectives: it can be gained by the number of differ-
ent experiences and relations one company develops but, in another way, it is for sure far richer if those relations 
can go deeper into the full trustiness and openness between companies/partners. This requires time, investment 
and stability. Exactly the contrary to several “touch and go” relationships or fast supply demand chains. So, the 
secret seems to be having good sense, meaning with this that there are virtues in collecting different experiences 
but also virtues in developing long term partnerships, trust and stability. In industrial management, and generally 
in management, theory, common sense seems to be the most valued asset.  

Who has common sense and who hasn’t? What is really common sense? Is that common sense so important to 
industrial management and management in general? As in all aspects of life, common sense is a basic ability to 
notice, comprehend and judge things which is shared by almost all people and having with no need for ques-
tioning. The expression, in this case, is the one with Roman roots (not the Aristotelian common sense) and it is 
used to explain the natural human sensitivity for other humans and the community. Just like the everyday mean-
ing, common sense refers to a type of basic awareness and ability to judge which most people are expected to 
share naturally, even if they cannot explain properly why. 

And how about the final market? Will it be able to be served with stability and long term relationships? Or, at 
the contrary, it will only be served by a hunting feeling and an accumulation of short term partnerships, basically 
the same behaviour as a hidden opportunism. As in several other areas of management, the answer that seems to 
be more accurate is the one that encapsulates gumption. Final markets will be better served with an approach 
that may collect knowledge that comes not only from the thrill of having more and more experiences but also 
from the capability of conserving and feeding established partnerships, that can be fed by confidence, respect, 
mutual sharing, joint planning, and, at the very end, true collaboration.  
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This means that somehow, and in the light of systems theory, one should ask for a degree of entropy, in com-
panies, not close to zero. Because if entropy tends to zero the focal company may be totally crystalized and, 
eventually, the participation in future supply chains has not been considered, which can be an obstacle to a cer-
tain degree of dynamics. On the other hand, if entropy is high the focal company is totally compelled to enlarge 
the number of potential partners, rising the levels of complexity and entropy. This type of movement, the thrill 
for relationship accumulation, may cost the continuity of the existing partnerships and the stability of the current 
ones, jeopardizing appropriate relationships and trust. 

When using Shannon and Weaver’s [60] work (related with information theory but adapted, here, to the pro-
pensity to accumulate probability of contacts) to define entropy, a transposition to companies can be done when 
using its own entropy coefficient. In this context, entropy means the higher or lower probability with which cer-
tain relationships can occur between the company and its potential suppliers, clients and/or complementors. 

If entropy is high and all the events (and relationships) have practically the same probability of happening for 
a focal company, when it belongs to a certain supply chain/network chain, then the accumulation of experiences 
can be dangerous in terms of stability and creation of real collaborative approaches. If entropy tends to zero the 
company is crystalized in the actual collaboration environments and not prepared to change, if necessary. These 
‘extreme’ scenarios are actually not very interesting in terms of having an equilibrium between different rela-
tionship experiences and nurturing and feeding stable relations in order to have some medium to long term ones 
and trust, which actually means having “common sense” management practices. 

Thus, entropy measures the amount of uncertainty of an unknown or random quantity. Having this in mind 
and also the work of Shannon and Weaver [60] the entropy of a random variable X is defined as being: 

( ) ( ) ( )
K

2
i 1

E X p x log p x
=

= − ×∑  

where the sum is over all the x values that the variable X can take (all the companies present in all the activity 
sectors, or the K value, with which the focal company can establish partnerships). ( )p x  is the probability of 
each of these values occurring. Entropy can be measured as the degree of propensity of a focal company to pos-
sible connexions, establishing equal probabilities to every potential company to become a partner of the focal 
one. With a low entropy value there are no prospect connections apart from those already established, if any. 
With a high (positive) value there is an accumulated propensity to establish relations with potential suppliers, 
clients and complementors (if not, additionally, with competitors).  

As one can see the tendency to maximum entropy is probably a tendency to the system disorder and the fail-
ure of one or more supply chain/network members with the collapse of the all supply-demand chain. Strategic 
fast supply-demand chains are probably the threshold to the general supply chains systems failure and to the end 
of a network perspective. So to say, a new order with multiple opportunistic relations may give birth to a new 
paradigm but it also eventually dictates the general failure of stable partnerships and can pave the way to distrust 
and also to the collapse of what was intended with supply chain arrangements and networks: trust, collaboration, 
joint planning, open and collaborative systems, shared technology and general players openness and adaptability 
in order to better serve markets. 

Fast supply-demand chains, in practical terms, can constitute a tendency to reverse supply chains and to bring 
back old days of suspicion, mistrust and open markets practices (spot markets and bidding negotiations), even 
before supply chain or relational approaches intensification and collaborative games started to be common. 
However, if a paradigm in terms of relations between companies, fast supply-demand chains paradigm, can be 
adversarial to the establishment of stable supply chains and if the development of established and long term 
supply chains may, consequently, be threatened, then one can say that probably this eventually new paradigm is 
destroying the previous one and reversing the reality to old days when larger and unfocused companies where 
playing isolated games and open market negotiations.  

Consequently, there is no such thing as a new paradigm because, in the very end, the old paradigm is more 
than alive, i.e., transaction cost theory has been reinvented and price based discussions and adversarial relation-
ships came again to the stage. All this expressed by zero sum games and different approaches to opportunism: an 
encapsulated form of collaboration that brings back short term relationships, or no relationships at all. Only spot 
and occasional relationships. 

Through this line of reasoning, and regarding the focal company as an open system with an hybrid behaviour 
character between transaction cost theory and network theory, one can go through with the assumption that stra-
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tegic fast supply-demand chains are more frequent in activity sectors with multiple players and high competitive 
pressures (1st factor); within the proximity of final markets (consumer oriented markets) (2nd factor); in intensive 
I&D sectors (3rd factor); and between companies with strong dependence of information and communication 
systems and technologies (4th factor).  

These types of assumptions can be exemplified with several empirical data. However, the point of this paper, 
as already stated, is thus the preoccupation that focal companies overly focused in enlarging relationships and 
arranging possible suppliers, clients and complementors (or even competitors) may give birth to an excessive 
interactive basis, becoming vulnerable, in consequence, to opportunistic games and, thus, forgetting the impor-
tance of relationship stability. 

6. Conclusion 
Three major conclusions, followed by a question, should be, at this stage, intensively addressed: 1) Transaction 
Cost Analysis (TCA) Theory assumptions should be used and remembered even if the moment apparently fa-
vourites Network Theory approaches; however, one must be acquainted with the worldwide crisis that is reveal-
ing, again, opportunism characteristics and blind company practices in order to survive at any cost; 2) Systems 
Theory (and Industrial and Systems Dynamics [25] [61]), because of its nature, will certainly represent an ideo-
graphic approach to help further developments and to explore the benefits and pitfalls of this new strategic fast- 
demand supply chains/network chains; 3) Formal and empirical studies should be carried out in order to validate 
assumptions and to identify the keys, and to isolate the leverage mobiles, to create these strategic fast supply- 
demand chains; 4) Finally, the question that should help future reasoning should be posed in this terms: Is 
knowledge (society) more aligned with strategic fast supply-demand chains and relationship accumulation and 
experiences or with traditional and stable supply chains? Or, as the authors stated, at the very end what is deter-
minant is the industrial management “common sense” applied to all the situations.  
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